The Desktop Computing Initiative is a voluntary, University-Wide program designed to curb the total cost of owning computers and to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of support for personal computing at the University. DCI seeks to meet the computing needs for the majority of computers at the University of Virginia.

**DCI Department Purchases**

From here, University Departments can find information on:

- How to plan a DCI purchase that will meet your department's current and future needs;
- Which forms to complete, and what procedures to follow, in ordering and taking delivery of your DCI computers;
- How to migrate your essential departmental data from your old computers to new DCI machines;
- What resources are available for ongoing support;
- And other information regarding departmental participation in DCI

**DCI Program Details**

First time DCI Participants should read through the Program Steps listed in the navigation bar to the left, to get a comprehensive view of departmental participation in DCI. If questions occur to you that are not completely answered by the overview, follow the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) link, or write to us at dci-program@virginia.edu.

**DCI Student Purchases**

Students can buy DCI systems that are specially configured and include the benefits of DCI service. Please see www.cavcomp.virginia.edu/bts for more details and system information.